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Nimloth Legolas receives a message from the Undying Lands, and pays a last visit to the dying King Elessar,
before he accompanies Queen Arwen to Lorien and from there goes on to the Glittering Caves of Aglarond. I
always wanted to hear more about what happened to Gimli and Legolas, and Aragorn and Arwen, after the
ending of "The Return of the King". I tried to respect the spirit of the book, and not err too much in distances
and timing. The characters or most of them , places and dates are taken from Prof. Gradually, the grey mists of
the early morning dissolved, revealing the gentle beauty of South Ithilien as it lay stretched out between the
mountains and the meandering river far below. On a hillside, a group of young trees swayed slightly to and fro
in the cool morning breeze. Only one of the willowy silhouettes did not move but stood perfectly still. It was a
tall elf, watching the sunrise from clear blue eyes as the wind gently played with his long flaxen hair. His slim
figure was clad in garments of silvery green, simple in their elegance, which did not reveal anything about his
status. Yet there was an air about him that would have set him apart from his surroundings anywhere. It was a
mixture of cheerfulness and sadness in his eyes, eyes which had seen terrors that few of his fair kindred had
had to face. When Aragorn son of Arathorn had ascended the throne of Gondor and had been crowned as King
Elessar, Legolas, one of the legendary Fellowship of the Ring, had brought a fair number of his kindred from
Greenwood to South Ithilien which, under their gentle care, had become once again the fairest country of the
west-lands. The elves were respected throughout the realm of Elessar; yet the old King had long since outlived
all the men who had fought alongside him on the Field of Cormallen, and the common knowledge of races
other than that of mortal man was diminished. Now South Ithilien was the last dwelling-place of the Firstborn
in Middle- earth. And yet he knew that in these last one hundred and twenty years more changes had been
brought to the world, and to the elves in particular, than in his entire life-span. Most of his immortal race had
left Middle-earth when the Lady Galadriel had sailed to the Undying Lands from the Grey Havens after the
One Ring had been destroyed and thus the strength of all the other rings of power, including those of the elven
lords, had diminished. Men were taking over the rule of Middle-earth. Before he had set out from Rivendell on
the quest to destroy the One Ring, Legolas had not had many dealings with men, and none with dwarves or
hobbits. But the perilous journeys, and the losses the Fellowship had suffered, had left a deep mark on his
spirit. Most of all, his unlikely friendship with Gimli the Dwarf had changed him more profoundly than his
slightly aloof yet always cheerful demeanour betrayed. But the dwarves, too, were retreating into realms
hidden from men. It seemed that the wonder of the beautiful caves of Aglarond had all but passed from the
knowledge of the Rohirrim. Suddenly, the sharp cry of a seagull pierced the tranquillity of the young day. The
elf stirred and looked up, shielding his eyes with a slender hand. A beautiful, silver-grey seagull was circling
in the sky above. It was beautiful, golden of colour, seemingly insubstantial in its delicacy yet sparkling with
life. The elf looked down at the leaf in his hand for a long time in silence. Then, lifting his head, he smiled
wistfully at the seagull. The bird cocked its head to one side and eyed him attentively. Then it stretched its
beautiful wings and with a loud cry lifted off again. The old yearning which had been dozing in his heart in a
fitful slumber for more than a century now was calling to him again, stronger than ever. His thoughts
wandered to Pelargir where he had first heard that fateful sound, when he had come to understand the meaning
of the words of the Lady Galadriel. Legolas Green leaf, long under tree In joy thou hast lived. Beware of the
Sea! If thou hearest the cry of the gull on the shore, Thy heart shall then rest in the forest no more. Conflicting
emotions flickered across the fair face that looked so young, yet for a moment betrayed an immense weariness,
showing the burden of millennia. They bowed, and Legolas gave a courteous nod in reply, accepting a
parchment which one of the men held out to him. His mien revealed no visible reaction as he read the letter,
and yet those who stood nearby could feel the change in him, like the change in the weather on the first day
the autumn chill makes itself felt in the air. Legolas gestured to an elf standing close by. I want to take counsel
with you before I go to Minas Tirith," he said as he turned to enter the shadow of the leaves which were still of
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a deep, fresh green despite the time of year. The other elf fell in step with him. This is indeed a mallorn leaf,
but not even in the Golden Woods were there ever trees that bear leaves like this. Fingalas looked at him with
sudden comprehension. Your review has been posted.
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About Seagulls and Seagull Babies About Seagulls and Seagull Babies Birds October 3, Enmee herring gulls ,
seagulls , wildlife Its getting warmer and sunnier so it is no surprise if you will soon hear the unique cry of
baby seagulls. I live in a seafront town so we have an abundance of seagulls. Come spring, the number of
babies is astounding. In particular, I am talking about herring gulls. These are the massive noisier gulls you
might see. They are also famous for their aggression. Check my other posts out if you have found a baby
seagull and not sure what to do , or check out the baby seagull FAQ. These seagulls have complex behaviours
and are clever birds that like to hang around in large groups. Vocal sounds and body language are very
important in communication. They also enjoy personal space. For a bird that is seen in large groups, personal
space is extremely important. The breaching of it can result in fights. Herring gulls have courtship behaviours
where a female will approach a male with a call similar to a chick. If he is interested, he will reply with his
own special call and regurgitate some food as an offering. Once she accepts, they will find a nest site and
prepare it. This species of seagull prefer to stay together for life and are fiercely protective of any chicks they
rear. Whilst raptors prey on herring gulls, it is known that herring gulls with chicks are strong enough and bold
enough to face up to a raptor after their young. Seagull Babies Seagull chicks are dependent on their parents
for the first 3 months. By then, the fledglings would be able to feed themselves, although parents may
continue to care for fledglings till they are 6 months old. If you live near a beach or an urbanized area , you
will be familiar with the call of a baby seagull , a whiny long sounds that carries far. That sound is sometimes
so pitiful and needy, even I feel a desire to feed the baby! The parent would then regurgitate a meal for them.
Juvenile seagulls look quite different from their parents, instead of the clean white with grey wings, first year
juveniles have blotchy grey, black and white feathers on their wings, brown flecks on cream up their neck and
head and a black beak. Second winter juveniles have less brown flecks on their necks, the cream coming
through more, a lighter grey coming through on the upper wing areas and a pinker beak. By the third winter,
gulls will have a whiter head and neck with less brown streaks, a light grey wing that still retains some brown
dark grey feathers, and a yellowing beak. They become full adults, able to breed at the age of four years which
may seem like a long time but seagulls have long lifespans, some reaching well over thirty years in life if
lucky. Occasionally you will see a juvenile wondering around calling its baby cry and no parent in sight. My
advice is to leave it well alone and observe from a distance. Only after a long period of time of seeing no
adults should you intervene. Due to the protective nature of parents approaching a chick or a nest can be very
dangerous. Parents will make loud warning squawks and then dive at trespassers. Seagulls will attack
viciously with claws and wings and will even resort to loosening their bowels and vomiting on their enemies.
Interestingly, when they become independent, I have noticed at my local beach, juveniles prefer to hang out
with other juveniles and adults prefer to be with adults. This makes some parts of the beach look like nurseries
for gulls. Gull behaviour is certainly interesting and different to some of the other birds around my area. I will
definitely keep an eye out for them this year. There are many species and sub-species of gulls and sometimes
it can be quite challenging to identify them. If you are interested in gulls or bird watching, I recommend this
award-winning book â€” Gulls of Europe, Asia and North America. It is pages long and it has high-quality
colourful pictures and photographs throughout the whole book. The information provided is very in-depth and
it covers a lot of detail about identifying gulls. It basically tells you everything you can think of about gulls. In
my opinion, this is probably the best gull book on the market. Very important, if you want to enjoy this book
fully, do not get the kindle version. This book simply not made for kindle â€” it turns colourful pictures into
black and white which loses the whole point of having photographs. Instead, get the hardcover version and I
am sure you will love it. Aside from herring gulls, we have black headed gulls chilling at the beach.
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Gameplay[ edit ] Umineko When They Cry is a murder mystery game described as a "sound novel" by 07th
Expansion. The original releases contain no voice acting for the characters. This mode allows the player to
read various supplementary information on the characters and story that may or may not be useful in solving
the mystery. These are updated according to the progression of the story. The goal of the game is to try to
come up with a solution to the many murders and mysterious events that occur, and discern the truth of the
events of the story. An in-game feature introduced in Turn of the Golden Witch is the "red truth", where any
text written is red is said to state the indisputable truth, offering clues to the reader to both create theories as
well as to break them. In contrast to this is the "blue truth" introduced in Alliance of the Golden Witch, which
is used to present theories that deny the witch while abiding by existing red truths. If not countered by a
relevant red truth, blue truths may be treated as actual fact. When an episode is completed for the first time, an
additional short epilogue called "Tea Party" becomes available to play, offering crucial plot points that
advance the overall progression of the story. When that scenario is completed, a second epilogue called "????
After all the scenarios in a given game copy have been completed, a Music Box section becomes available on
the title menu, enabling the player to listen to any of the music used throughout the game. Plot and characters[
edit ] Main article: A portrait of her lies in the entrance hall of the Ushiromiya family mansion, and a puzzling
epitaph is written below it. At the end of the first arc, the ceremony described by the epitaph is completed and
the witch Beatrice revives. Battler, the only one who refused to acknowledge the existence of witches or magic
, is sent to a parallel dimension , Purgatorio , which is able to oversee events on Rokkenjima. From this point
on, Battler and Beatrice are locked in a game of twisted logic where the murders on Rokkenjima repeat
themselves in different ways. In the fourth arc, it is shown that there was only one known survivor of the
Rokkenjima incident in the real world, Eva Ushiromiya, who had escaped through an underground tunnel to
the hidden mansion, Kuwadorian. Eva subsequently adopts her niece Ange Ushiromiya, who had avoided
death due to being absent on the day of the family conference, but the two are ostracized by the public due to
suspicion surrounding the incident. The incident is described as an "accident", with only mostly unidentified
body parts found at the scene and little to no evidence remaining to establish the truth of the events. It is later
revealed that the events described the message bottles are the stories of the first two arcs, while the next four
arcs correspond to Forgeries written by the mysterious author Tohya Hachijo. The concept of magic is
gradually developed over the course of the story. Magic is shown to be an embellishment or alternative
interpretation of real events, a basic example being that a sleight of hand trick of that makes a piece of candy
appear in an overturned cup can be described as magic. It is also shown to be coping mechanism for several
characters, who created imaginary friends to cope with loneliness or loss based off real world objects dubbed
"vessels" , people, or concepts. A character in the fifth arc describes magic as a "gentle lie". One of the rules
of the gameboards in Umineko is that a magical interpretation of events can be shown in the narration
provided that all surviving witnesses of the event agree to corroborate that version of events. A corollary of
this is that all murders in Umineko are carried out via human means, upon which an often metaphorical
magical narrative is overlaid by any surviving witnesses through bribery or threats. Finally, a device on the
island is set to trigger a huge amount of explosives the moment the clock strikes midnight on October 5,
erasing all evidence of the real events and thus only allowing the tales described in the message bottles to
survive. Sayo began work for the Ushiromiya family under the servant name Shannon at the unusually low age
of nine and became friends with the cousins of the Ushiromiya family. They developed a childhood crush on
Battler from their close friendship that involved discussing mystery novels. As Sayo grew older, they
experienced severe gender dysphoria due to the fact that they did not develop standard female sexual
characteristics during puberty, such as periods and breast growth. Sayo later entered into a relationship with
George Ushiromiya as Shannon, while Jessica Ushiromiya developed a crush on Kanon, which part of Sayo
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wanted to reciprocate. With the aid of Genji, Sayo solves the epitaph and gains possession of the legendary ten
tons of gold and the mechanism for a the detonation of a massive amount of explosives under the island, both
remnants of an old World War 2 military base which had made contact with the Italians. It is then when Sayo
discovers the truth behind their birth, that they are the illegitimate incest child of Kinzo and his daughter by
his Italian mistress both named Beatrice. Sayo is also revealed to have been assigned male at birth , but that
they had their genitalia destroyed due to a fall from a cliff as an infant. As a result of the revelation of the truth
of their body and the fact that their relationship with George or the other cousins would be incest, Sayo
plunges into deep despair. Sayo is unable to see for themselves a future with George, who often talked of
having children, and is certain that he would reject them upon finding out the truth. Driven to desperation and
realizing the immense resources at their disposal, Sayo plans to carry out a mass murder-suicide on the island,
believing that the only way for them to obtain happiness in any and all of their relationships would be as an
existence in the "Golden Land" of the afterlife, and in fictional tales written about them. Sayo writes out
several murder scenarios, where the murders are carried out and locked room mysteries constructed with the
aid of several accomplices. At the same time, part of Sayo is unable to accept this course of action, and leads
them to leave a way out, promising that their plan would come to an end if the epitaph were solved. Several
possible scenarios are completed and thrown into the sea as message bottles, in the hope that someone in the
future would come to understand the truth. An argument breaks out over the possession of the ten tons of gold,
with Rudolf and Kyrie Ushiromiya eventually carrying out a massacre of the family. Eva survives the
massacre, and is revealed to have killed Rudolf and Kyrie in self-defense. Sayo and Battler also survive the
massacre, but Sayo commits suicide by drowning at sea. Battler, who attempted to rescue Sayo, suffers brain
damage , losing his identity as Battler but retaining his fragmented memories. This section does not cite any
sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. When the Seagulls Cry consists of the first four arcs of the series. They are referred
to as the Question Arcs and introduce the world of the story and its mysteries. Each arc in this series contains
all the previous arcs. Legend of the Golden Witch This chapter introduces the player to the main setting of
Umineko no Naku Koro ni as the Ushiromiya family gather on the island of Rokkenjima for their annual
family conference. As the story progresses, people on the island are murdered, and the family is taunted by
letters that claim to be from the witch Beatrice, who takes responsibility for the murders and intends to take
back everything of the Ushiromiya family. Turn of the Golden Witch Following the events of the first chapter,
this chapter introduces the "meta-world", where Battler is locked into a battle of twisted logic with the witch
Beatrice as the murders on the island repeat in a different way. Beatrice also arrives on the island as its 19th
resident, and fantastical elements are introduced into the story. Unlike the first two chapters, the adults of the
Ushiromiya family make a serious attempt to solve the riddle of the epitaph. When the Seagulls Cry
Breakdown tells second half of the story, delving deeper into the core of the mystery while providing more
clues towards the truth of Rokkenjima. Each arc in this series contains all of the previous Chiru arcs. End of
the Golden Witch This chapter introduces a new game master in the form of the witch Lambdadelta. Another
witch, Bernkastel, takes primary control of the human side in the game. She introduces a new visitor to the
island in the form of the detective Erika Furudo, who approaches the murders from a "mystery" perspective,
unlike Battler who had taken an "anti-fantasy" stance. The chapter also has a focus on Natsuhi, who receives
threatening phone calls from a "Man from 19 Years Ago". Requiem of the Golden Witch This chapter presents
an alternate reality where Battler does not come to Rokkenjima, the Golden Witch does not exist, and a
mysterious child is now the designated successor to the Ushiromiya family. The protagonist is Willard H.
Wright, who is tasked by Bernkastel to uncover the truth behind Beatrice. The chapter delves into the past
experiences of several characters, including Kinzo and the person who would become Beatrice. Twilight of the
Golden Witch The final chapter focuses on Ange Ushiromiya, who in her quest to discover the truth behind
the events of the Rokkenjima incident is given the chance to go to Rokkenjima as a six-year old by Battler.
Unlike the previous chapters, this chapter has features which require direct interaction from the player,
allowing the player to unlock extra scenes as well as make the choice between two endings. When the Seagulls
Cry Wings is a fan disc compilation of additional tips written by Ryukishi07 outside of the games, released on
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December 31, alongside Twilight of the Golden Witch. Several of the stories are humorous in tone, but the
more serious ones are considered canon. It ends with a couple of poems, one written by Ronove, and one
written by Frederica Bernkastel. The latter event shows Bernkastel as a cruel, ruthless witch. The charm is a
success, and Furfur and Zepar officially give her their book of charms. This tip shows that red circles appear
before the murders have even started. Asmodeus is the first to give away her chocolate, giving it to Amakusa.
Beelzebub chooses Gohda so he can make her a superior dish for White Day. Mammon gives her chocolate to
Sakutaro and plans to share it with Ange. Belphegor and Leviathan give their chocolates to Rudolf and Kyrie,
respectively, out of admiration due to their encounter in Banquet of the Golden Witch. Satan attempts to give
her chocolate to Kanon, but is rejected and driven away by Jessica. Lucifer fails to find anyone and is scorned
by her sisters until Battler comes and accepts her chocolate. When Beatrice demands a present from Battler, he
retaliates that she never even gave him chocolate a month ago. Battler angrily declares in red that he will never
get her a present for White Day. After Beatrice tries to make it up to him by making her own chocolate, Battler
agrees to give her a present one month after White Day. Bernkastel is invited to a Tea Party by Lambdadelta
and Featherine. Meanwhile, the hosts of the tea party make a bet on whether Bern will arrive or not.
Lambdadelta believes that Bernkastel will be cautious enough not to touch her traps and will arrive, even
stating it as the Witch of Certainty, while Featherine replies that Bernkastel will definitely fall for their trap.
However, he has to deal with the seven circles of sin, of which he already committed. It is revealed that
Virgilia helps him during this time. When Sakutaro finishes every trial, he is given a second chance to return
back to Earth or go to heaven. When the Seagulls Cry Feathers is a second fan disc compilation of two
additional tips written by Ryukishi07, released on December 31, alongside Golden Fantasia Cross. The
scenario writer for the series is Ryukishi07 , who also drew all of the character illustrations. Background
images and photography were provided by Yatazakura, Zekozakura, Mali. The games were designed using the
game engine NScripter. The word umineko is the name of a kind of seagull known as a Black-tailed Gull.
MangaGamer released the Windows games on Steam. Rondo was split into Portable 1 which covers Legend
and Turn and Portable 2 which covers Banquet and Alliance , released on October 20 and November 17, ,
respectively. Nocturne was to be split into Portable 3 which was to cover End and Dawn , and Portable 4
which was to cover Requiem and Twilight , but both games never came out. The game will have an English
dub.
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She plans to go and meet him, but will he forgive her? Rated T for safety and angst. Elwing and Earendil
followed Elrond down the staircase and into the hallway. Elrond led them into the grey purple room in which
they had met last night. It seemed much more welcoming than it had earlier, even though the fire was now
dead. It had been cleaned out lately, probably by one of the servants. Standing in the middle of this room were
two people. They were definitely not Elves, but not exactly Men either. They seemed to be mortal, but both
had pointed ears and looked old, yet were very short, about the height of a young child. Elwing wondered who
they were. Then she remembered that Elrond had said that two hobbits had come along to Valinor. These two
fit the description of hobbits perfectly. Then she recognized one as the person they had seen last night and who
had in effect guided them to this house. He had curly brown hair and grey eyes. The other hobbit with him was
white haired, with warm, twinkling brown eyes. Despite obviously being older, he seemed more alive, while
the younger seemed more listless and weary. Elrond said, "Bilbo speaks Sindarin fluently, and Frodo is also
good but still learning much. Both the hobbits were very polite. Then Bilbo asked who Elwing and Earendil
were. Elwing hesitated for a second, and then saw Elrond behind the hobbits giving her an encouraging nod
and a smile. Earendil shifted awkwardly with a small grin. What do you do? What is your schedule? The
hobbits both nodded, obviously in awe at meeting him. He gestured to the side. She looked almost the same as
ever. Yet her eyes were wearier and wiser than when Elwing had seen her last. Greetings were made between
Galadriel, Elwing, and Earendil. Back in Sirion, Galadriel had been a wise adviser to Elwing. She had been a
student of Melian back in Doriath, and indeed, the two were both advisors of Elwing, in a sense. But Elwing
got along much better with Melian. Galadriel was powerful, but distant, far more distant than even Melian the
Maia. Elwing and Earendil also met the owners of the house, a Sindarin couple who were distantly related to
Celebrian. Out of courtesy and familial bonds they were permitting Elrond, Galadriel, and the hobbits to stay
in their house until Celebrian arrived. The wife, named Faelur, was very talkative and kind. Her husband,
Taerandir, was quieter and more intelligent, with black hair and grey eyes. He appeared to be a gardener and
had written a few essays on botany. Elwing recognized his name, as Celebrian had read some of his writings.
Elwing nodded, and so did Earendil. The hobbits nodded, more eagerly. Taerandir and Faelur led them out a
door and into the garden that Elwing had seen from the balcony. They ate lunch there, under the leaves of
some cherry trees. As they ate, Elwing studied the hobbits, who proved to be charming and generally cheerful.
Elrond and Galadriel both, not to mention the servants, seemed to go out of their way a lot for the hobbits.
Frodo was very nice and polite, but very distant. Bilbo she got along with better, for he was very charming and
despite herself Elwing found herself smiling and even laughing at some of his jokes. But as for Frodo, Elwing
simply could not fathom what he had been forced to do. Earendil, on the other hand, got along much better
with the hobbits. Frodo and Bilbo obviously looked up to him. After the initial stares of awe, they chattered
eagerly to Earendil, along with everyone else. While Earendil talked with the hobbits, Taerandir explained a
lot about his garden to Elwing, who politely listened. The garden was indeed beautiful, situated on the western
side of the house, under the balcony where Elwing had walked that morning. As always, Taniquetil was
visible to the West, clear and snowy bright. Morning glories and grape vines clambered up the wooden pillars
supporting the balcony, but they had been planted recently and did not reach the balcony itself yet, said
Taerandir, which explained why Elwing had not noticed them earlier. We intend to try making wine next year,
or perhaps the year after," explained Taerandir. There are pumpkins in the corner over there; we picked them a
week ago, and â€” " he gestured to the orange soup that Faelur was happily serving to the hobbits " â€” the
proof is right here! We also have forget-me-nots here, mixed with alyssum; and strawberries in the spring. But
here, here is the true treasure! The trunk was a smooth silver color and in shape looked like a beech. She gave
it to me after I published my essay on the Rosaceae family. It is years old, still quite young. In several hundred
years it will be a hundred feet tall. Elwing and Taerandir looked at him, confused. Haldir, one of the Elves
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who lived there and who was our guide, said to me that he loved his land and the mellyrn, and wondered if
mellyrn did indeed grow in Aman. I want to tell him, that yes, mellyrn do grow here. Taerandir continued
talking about the mallorn tree and its many merits. Galadriel joined them as well, speaking about her land and
the mellyrn that grew there. She grew wistful for a little, as she spoke of her husband, Celeborn, who had
stayed in Middle-earth. Frodo also talked a little, about the mellyrn of the land. Occasionally he struggled with
words, and then Galadriel would help find the words for him, encouraging him in a strange tongue that seemed
very Mannish, to Elwing. A moment came when everyone was distracted, and Elwing was left to herself.
Earendil was helping Faelur dish out a bowl of soup. Galadriel was speaking in a low voice to Taerandir,
while Elrond and Bilbo were talking busily about cooking. It seemed that Elrond liked to cook, and had often
done so in Imladris. Elwing was so engrossed in listening that she did not notice the eyes of Frodo on her.
Elwing nearly jumped, then noticed the hobbit. Thinking it over, she supposed that she should have
anticipated this question. But she replied anyways. Luthien is my grandmother and Arwen my granddaughter.
Except for the eyes. Do you have the same hair? Luthien had black hair, I have â€” as you can tell â€” brown
hair. Elwing was once again left with her thoughts. There were the eyes, and something in the shape of the
head and chin. Strange, reflected Elwing, that those Elves and Men who had seen Luthien seemed to
appreciate beauty more. Elwing had met several Men in Doriath and Sirion. Dior had been much more
allowing about â€” and unable to control â€” who entered Doriath, and the Men who had come to Menegroth
from the south for trade she remembered quite vividly. One or two had been kind to her, with what interaction
she had been allowed by her parents. The rest simply ignored her or bowed deeply to her, staring in awe at the
Elven princess of the once-great kingdom of Doriath. Elwing remembered that she had been quite the stubborn
child, ordering hapless Elves around to her delight or marching around, pretending that she was the Queen
Melian. Elwing wondered if Melian would come to Tol Eressea, or if they would meet herâ€¦ somewhere else.
But where were they going to go? Not Tirion, she would refuse to go there. Perhaps Alqualonde, or maybe the
Gardens of Lorien. Maybe even her tower. But she liked it here. This charming house with its garden, the
orchards with apples and pears surrounding the city, and the white shores were beautiful. The Sindarin
predominance in the architecture and people, too, had just enough of her tower here to make her feel at home.
Avallone was certainly a lovely place.
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